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Horse Racing Retail Business under Pressure
• The Retail market is declining year on year, with
Turnover in the latest Gambling Commission
industry statistics 5% down on 2018. The majority of
the decline is driven by a drop in Football Turnover
with Horse Racing increasing in 2019 (2020 Stats not
released)
• Room for optimism for Racing – With now 50% of
monthly Retail customers indicating they have
placed a bet on Horse Racing (45% Q1 2019 ). This
optimism is reflected in the Gambling commission
prevalence study with 4.0% of the population
indicating the have placed a bet on horse racing in
2019 Vs 3.8% in 2018

Football turnover’s shift into digital driven by greater adoption of mobile and a differential pricing policy (and
the lack of a World Cup)

Pool betting in retail also in steep decline as it fails to keep pace with the value proposition in the
market and online, and loses its relationship with the main terrestrial TV channel.
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The Value of the Placepot

Active Horse Racing customer research
Just over half horseracing bettors place tote bets, but just 13% typically use tote bets. Placepot by far the most popular,
with 55% of those aware of the bet having played it.
I get big prizes for small stakes,
and I get to follow it throughout
the day and over the weekend

“I don't understand pool betting”
“The takeout’s too big”
I like to know my potential returns
before I place my bet

30% find Tote bets
unappealing

1/3 find tote bets
appealing

I make it part of my Weekend
bet

• Tote bettors tend to be more experienced and generally agnostic to the brand they have their tote bets with. Brand use
for their tote bet driven by UX (speed & availability), where their balance is and better offers.
• Even regular tote product users can find it hard to spot the tote on their bookmaker apps and sites, with 17% of monthly
tote users not knowing their usual bookmaker also offered tote products.

Value of the Placepot player
Historically the placepot player is of higher than average
value because the placepot remains a portfolio play. It’s
not the only bet they’re having.
The opportunity is to make sure the placepot player
remains engaged with the target brand throughout the
placepot journey.
While online we target leg-by-leg updates and crosssell, in retail we need to keep bringing them back to the
big screen and social experience.
• “Am I still in? Who else is?”
• “What’s it worth?”
• “Can I buy back in?”
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Will Betting Shops Get a Digital Facelift?
• Retail betting can no longer exist in isolation.
• The focus is on improving the experience and
digitising the journey for customers
• The introduction of in-house and third party tech
and services into the retail estates extends the
touchpoint opportunities for the tote.
• Partnerships need to expand beyond the
bookmakers themselves and into digital form
suppliers and SSBT operators.

Bringing Digital Tools to Retail
Current ‘omni’ journeys in retail
exist
Partner and tote notifications
must be driven by data.
We need to expose and share
that data better.
Driving relevant push
notifications for partners and
our own digital business.
Push notifications to watch the
final leg of a placepot make the
Tote relevant for current
customers of Retail partners

Include
screengrab of
tote app here
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Bespoke pools for racecourses
and retail estates

A bet with a national pool but with
the ability to go local.

Last man standing

“Battle Royal” model is
familiar to younger
demographic
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